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Tonic, is the best remedy
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Anaemic Conditions.
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single sign and trace of it.
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recommend it. Dr.
THOUSANDS isn't an

experiment, but a cough and cold
remedy that has steadily grown popu-

lar because it is quickly effective.
For lingering colds or coughs or fresh

attacks its balsamic and healing anti-

septics are sure to be beneficial. It
brie.-- -! speedy relief from

inflammation, tickling bron-chi- .j

tubes. Good also for hoarseness,
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'Tape's Cold Compound"
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MISS WINIFRED BYRD

The Duo-A- rf Piano

I Don't stay stuffed up! Quit blowing
nd snuffling! A dose of "Pape s Cold

Compound" taken every two hours un
pu Uiree dosea are taken usually
breaks up a cold and ends all griPP"
Imlsery.
I The very first dose opens your

ploRged up nostrils and the air pas-.Ee- a

of your head; stops nose run-'iu- b;

relieves the headache, dullness.
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